TEXT
TAGS: CVIS, AU (BONFERT, HELMUT)
SUBJECT: POSSIBLE 212(A)33 INELIGIBILITY

REF: STATE 073368

1. AS REQUESTED IN REFTEL, FOLLOWING IS ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PERTAINING TO HELMUT BONFERT:

MARCH 1, 1941:
-- JOINED THE WAFFEN SS;
MAY 1-SEPTEMBER 30, 1944:
--15. KRIEGSJUNKER-LEHRGANG, SS UND WAFFEN JUNKERSCHULE, 
KLAGENFURT (15TH WAR OFFICER OCS FOR FOREIGN PERSONNEL)
OCTOBER 9-DECEMBER 20, 1944:
--14./15. OBERJUNKER-LEHRGANG, SS PANZER GRENADIER SCHULE
(14TH/15TH SENIOR OFFICER OCS);
DECEMBER 21, 1944:
-- PROMOTED TO SS-UNTERSTURMFUEHRER (2D LT);
FROM DECEMBER 21, 1944:
-- SS-UNTERFUEHRER SCHULE (SS NCO SCHOOL, LAIBACH).

2. BONFERT WAS AWARDED THE VERWUNDeten ABZEICHEN SCHWARZ
(WOUND BADGE IN BLACK), BUT NO DATE IS INDICATED.

3. THE FOLLOWING WAS OBTAINED FROM KRANKENBUCHLÄGER RECORDS:
1941/42:
-- RANK IN THE WAFFEN SS WAS SS-SCHÜTZEN (PVT), ASSIGNED TO 1./LEIBSTANDARTE SS ADOLF HITLER;
UNTIL DECEMBER 17, 1941:
-- SS-LAZARETT, KRAKAU (MILITARY HOSPITAL);
DECEMBER 17, 1941-JANUARY 6, 1942:
-- SS-STANDORT LAZARETT, DACHAU (STATION HOSPITAL);
FROM JANUARY 6, 1942:
-- SS-GENESUNSHEIM, BAYRISCHZELL (CONVALESCENT HOME);
REASON FOR HOSPITALIZATION IS LISTED AS "Z.B. LUNGE", AND PROBABLY MEANS "FOR OBSERVATION OF POSSIBLE LUNG DISORDER". WILLIAMS
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